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Current Science Gap for Soil Organic 

Carbon (SOC) Change Quantification

• We know very  little about C change on Canadian grazing lands

– Due to lack of knowledge Canada reports zero SOC change for grassland 

when it reports its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions internationally

– France measured C change on their grassland and found that average 

permanent grassland sequesters 0.57 t C/ha per yr. – that rate, if 

applicable to Canada, would more than offset the GHG emissions from all 

its cattle 

– Effect of recent changes in management (grazing regime, fertilization) on 

SOC poorly understood

• We also know relatively little about C change on associated forage land

– Improvements that increase forage yield would be expected to increase 

soil organic carbon  
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Three basic approaches to estimate SOC change

• Measurement based SOC change on land over a specific area

– Site-specific SOC change measured

• Practice based factors

– Factor of SOC change based on known SOC change from measurements 

and/or models validated from measurements applied to the land under 

specific land management practice changes

• E.g. introduce legumes into a grass pasture.

• SOC process model based

– Process model estimates SOC from the input conditions

– Can deal with multitude of combinations of land management practices, 

soil type, weather, etc. so much is site-specific

– Local derived measured inputs give the estimates some site specificity
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All Methods have Challenges

• Measurement-based quantification has challenges

– Costly and many costs upfront (poor initial design cannot be corrected)

– Outcome based but not certain (false positives and false negatives will 
occur)

– Measurements tell about the past but no predictions for the future

– Measurements can’t do all quantification, methane and nitrous oxide by 
by factors or models

• Practice-based Factors have challenges

– Difficult to define practices for adaptive management of grazing lands

– Need adequate data of SOC change to derive the factor

– Many producers are uncomfortable with a simplistic list of approved 

beneficial management practices 

• “Tell me the result I will be paid for, not how to ranch”
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Typical grassland 50-100 tonne SOC per hectare 

accumulated over thousands of years

Detecting less than 10% SOC change by measurement 

difficult so need changes of 5 to 10 tonnes per hectare

5Source: Maillard et al. 2016. Agric. Ecosys. Environ. 236:268-276 



Models

• Growing scientific acceptance that quantification 

using process models, supported by adequate 

network of monitored SOC change, is the most 

practical strategy for estimating SOC change over 

large areas while including effects of farm-specific 

situations

– Model enable predictions of what will be the 

consequences of future management and future weather

• Important for decision making for managers and 

investors
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Model based Approach Advantages
• Accounts for site data as input such as practices,  initial SOC, soil 

texture, weather, yields, etc. so site specific

• Able to estimate expected future behaviour

• Able to model both with and (hypothetical) without intervention 

conditions

– Without intervention baseline is required for GHG offsets and cannot normally be done 
by measurements (Australian soil carbon measurement-based method does not have a 
robust business as usual baseline)

• Highly flexible, multiple models can be used including better models as 

they become available

• Estimates are reproducible by someone else given the same inputs and 

parameters

• Some models (e.g. DayCent, DNDC) link C and N dynamics

– Able to estimate soil N2O emissions



Process Model Challenges 1
• Looks like a black box 

– But, providing software is open source, the “black box” 
can be verified

• Many do not trust the SOC change estimates from 
models

– Healthy skepticism is well founded

– Must be well validated against real observations for the 

situations for which it will be applied

• Soil, weather, management 
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Process Model Challenges 2

• Models are best at estimating 

SOC for upper 20-30 cm

– Need more data and work for 

deeper in the profile

• Modelling perennials more 

difficult than annuals due to 
uncertainties of carbon input 

from roots for perennials, 

especially poorly studied multi 

species plant mixtures

– Continual validation against real 

world measurements is needed
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Monitoring Network To Support Model-

based Estimates

• Set of data to calibrate and validate SOC models

• Match the geographical and management scope of interest

– Range of management, soils, and climates for which SOC quantification is needed

• Includes both improved managements and, for baseline, conventional managements

• Calibrate model initialization and parameters so that modeled results better 
represent observed behaviour

• Validate the model

– Evaluate the agreement between modelled and observed results 

• Based on observed relationships, extend the modelling results that are limited 
to 20-30 cm to deeper depths 
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Quantification System Overview
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What is the monitoring network
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Components of the Monitoring Network

• Low hanging Fruit

– Published results relevant to Canadian conditions of 
interest

• Canada and northern US

– Using (adding or improving) SOC measurements to 
demonstrations or research sites underway
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Low-hanging Fruit
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Paired Comparisons
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Paired Comparison Example
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AMP from continuous 1998

Continuous grazing

SOC differences between land parcels in area of similar soils and weather provide a 
relationship between the time of adoption of adaptive multi-paddock grazing (AMP) 
relative to continuous grazing  (one group of related sites, as shown in this hypothetical 
example, would be one site in the monitoring network)

Continuous grazing

Continuous grazing

AMP from continuous 1996

AMP from continuous 2013

AMP from continuous 2010

AMP from continuous 2016

AMP from continuous 2011



Components of the 

Monitoring Network

• Strategic addition of 
new monitoring site

– New research site 

and/or farm site
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New monitoring network locations 

• Goal to have SOC data that covers the range of 
management, climates, and soils for which SOC 
change will be needed

– New research sites possible or have farms 

• Essential that the managers for farm sites are 
completely free to do what they want

– Inclusion in network and soil sampling location do not 

impede free choice of cooperator
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How many sites? 

• About 50 sites across Canada should be sufficient for an 

comprehensive monitoring network across all grazing and 

forage lands

– Existing data and research sites already provide some

– The number of required locations goes down as the scope for 

application 

• Logically the network would be built piecemeal based on 

the geographical and management scope of interest of 

those providing resources 

– Take advantage of local organizations and institutions to deliver 

– Need to be well coordinated for measurement and modelling 

system development
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Australian SOC offset protocol
• First working protocol in a regulated market with actual measured SOC change 

for  individual  properties.

• Baseline is the initial SOC but other GHG emissions (N2O, CH4) as difference 

between with and without project (only partly measurement based).

• Change discounted to the SOC amount with 60% probability of exceeding set 

SOC change

– Arbitrary, no scientific precedent. 

– 50% of SOC increase is placed in a buffer that can be recovered after  three 

measurements (minimum 1 yr apart and maximum 5 yr without a loss of SOC. 

• Treats all measured change as real so, for integrity since no robust baseline, it 

also promises $ charges for any credited loss although mechanism for that is not 

clear

– If weather or other factors outside ranchers’ control causes carbon loss, 

ranchers are liable for the carbon loss

• Very prescriptive about sampling and analytical methods
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Prairie Soil Carbon Project
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Benchmark Microsite
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2018



SOC is variable
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Soil Carbon (MgC/ha )

43.8 - 45.6

45.6 - 47.3

47.3 - 49.0

49.0 - 50.7

50.7 - 52.5
52.5 - 54.2

54.2 - 55.9

55.9 - 57.7

57.7 - 59.4

Site 143

5 m

2 m



SOC change was expected
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Estimated using National
Inventory Methods



Evaluating Australian Soil Carbon Using 

Results from the PSCB

• PSCB sampling protocol would not meet Australian 

protocol

– Paired sampling over time, that is basis of PSCB, is explicitly not 

allowed

• Nevertheless, the 1999 and 2005 results with the 23 level 2 

sites, with 3 benchmarks for fields, provides an indication 

of how the Australian protocol would perform (3 samples 

per uniform paddock would be probably fairly typical 

under the Aust. protocol)
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Australian Protocol for PSCB 
• Australian protocol by 2005  

– The mean SOC change from 1996 to 1999 was 2.3 t C/ha

– The mean SOC change from 1996 to 2005 was  1.1 t C/ha

– Only 5 sites with credited gain in 1999 had credited gain in 2005

– If aggregated under the Australian protocol, all the fields had a credited loss of 0.2 t C/ha 

for 2005 

• Summary under Australian Protocol 1999-2005

– 23 farmers

– On individual farm basis,  5 (22%) would have been paid an average of 2.7 t C/ha that 

may have covered SOC measurement, almost all the rest would have owed money in 
addition to the cost of the sampling

– On aggregated basis, whole group would have lost their buffer but would have received 
payment for a net gain of 0.3 t C/ha from 1996 to 2005 (residual from 1999 payment) – that 
would not have paid for cost of three soil samplings 

– REAL WORLD SOC MEASUREMENT HAS VARIABILE RESSUTLS SO MEASUREMENT ON 
INDIVIDUAL FARM/RANCH BASIS HAS BIG RISKS!

– Aggregating results for multiple farms reduces risk but also reduces potential reward 

– How is measurement-based quantification better for individual farmer than validated 
model-based quantification using farm-specific input data?
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Summary

• Pressing need to fill gaps in knowledge on the C stock 
change of grasslands and forage lands in Canada.

• A process model-based estimate of SOC that is well 
validated by independent measurements of SOC 
change is most cost effective.

• A well designed monitoring system is needed to 
support the quantification system for SOC change.

– Provides knowledge base to address future issues wisely

• Modelling with farm or ranch specific input data 
using a validated model is much less risky than 
measurement-based results.
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Thank You!

Brian McConkey

Chief Scientist 

Viresco Solutions

Brianmcc.soils22@gmail.com
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